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Abstract: In this paper we study the problem of (plane strain) azimuthal shear of a circular cylindrical tube of
incompressible transversely isotropic elastic material subject to finite deformation. The preferred direction
associated with the transverse isotropy lies in the planes normal to the tube axis and is at an angle with the
radial direction that depends only on the radius. For a general form of strain-energy function the considered
deformation yields simple expressions for the azimuthal shear stress and the associated strong ellipticity
condition in terms of the azimuthal shear strain. These apply for a sense of shear that is either "with" or
"against" the preferred direction (anticlockwise and clockwise, respectively), so that material line elements
locally in the preferred direction either extend or (at least initially) contract, respectively. For some specific
strain-energy functions we then examine local loss of uniqueness of the shear stress-strain relationship and
failure of ellipticity for the case of contraction and the dependence on the geometry of the preferred direction.
In particular, for a reinforced neo-Hookean material, we obtain closed-form solutions that determine the
domain of strong ellipticity in terms of the relationship between the shear strain and the angle (in general, a
function of the radius) between the tangent to the preferred direction and the undeformed radial direction. It
is shown, in particular, that as the magnitude of the applied shear stress increases then, after loss of ellipticity,
there are two admissible values for the shear strain at certain radial locations. Absolutely stable deformations
involve the lower magnitude value outside a certain radius and the higher magnitude value within this radius.
The radius that separates the two values increases with increasing magnitude of the shear stress. The results
are illustrated graphically for two specific forms of energy function.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of azimuthal shear of a circular cylindrical tube composed of elastic material
has been discussed in many publications since the pioneering work of Rivlin , primarily for isotropic elastic solids, compressible or incompressible. A review of the literature is
provided by Jiang and Ogden , to which reference can be made for detailed citations. To
the best of our knowledge, relatively little has been done for anisotropic bodies undergoing azimuthal shear deformation, although Jiang and Beatty
examined the helical shear
problem (of which the azimuthal shear problem is a special case) for transversely elastic materials whose direction of transverse isotropy is either axial, circumferential or helical; also,
for transversely isotropic materials, Tsai and Fan
analyzed the anti-plane shear problem.
In both cases the attention of these authors was focussed mainly on constructing classes of
strain-energy functions capable of undergoing the considered deformations. See also the
recent contribution by Merodio
concerned with the rectilinear shear of a slab of
fiber-reinforced elastic material.
In the work of Abeyaratne
the azimuthal shear problem has been studied in detail
for incompressible, isotropic elastic materials from the point of view of loss of ellipticity.
Specifically, loss of ellipticity, at intermediate ranges of loading applied at the boundaries
of the tube heralds the emergence of certain non-smooth solutions. The existence of such
solutions requires that the strain energy be non-convex as a function of the shear strain. In
the present paper we examine the problem of azimuthal shear for a circular cylindrical tube
of transversely isotropic elastic material in terms of loss of ellipticity, which requires loss
of strict convexity of the strain energy as a function of the shear strain. The direction of
transverse isotropy (the preferred direction) is taken to lie in planes normal to the axis of the
tube so that the problem has a plane strain character. Moreover, this direction depends (in
general) only on the radius through the material so that circular symmetry is maintained.
In Section 2, the geometry of the problem and the kinematics associated with the azimuthal shear deformation are introduced, while the form of the strain-energy function for a
transversely isotropic material with the restriction to plane strain is given together with the
(in-plane) Cauchy stress tensor and its polar components in Section 3. The components of
the equilibrium equation are then summarized in Section 4. In Section 5 the form of the
strong ellipticity condition appropriate for the considered specialization is stated. We consider a special class of material models consisting of an isotropic base material augmented by
a reinforcement dependent on the preferred direction. As is known from the isotropic problem [6], loss of ellipticity requires loss of monotonicity of the shear stress versus shear strain
relationship; in other words, a strain energy that is a non-convex function of the amount of
shear. This is also the case here although the chosen energy function is non-convex only for
negative shear strain.
The well-known neo-Hookean model augmented with the so-called standard reinforcing model
is then the focus of attention in Section 6. The notion of strong
ellipticity is studied in terms of the magnitude and direction of the applied (azimuthal shear)
loading and the resulting shear strain in the material. Closed-form solutions are derived
that determine the domain of strong ellipticity, on the boundaries of which ellipticity is lost.
Analysis of the azimuthal governing equation yields conclusions relating loss of strict convexity of the considered strain-energy function to the existence of multiple solutions. In par-

ticular, there are in some circumstances three choices for the shear strain, only two of which
are admissible. The degree of anisotropy and the geometry of the preferred direction at each
point of the body serve to characterize the nature of the surfaces of discontinuity (strong
or weak) emerging from the failure of strong ellipticity, which may only happen when the
preferred direction undergoes contraction. The surfaces of discontinuity are circular cylinders concentric with the tube. In the special case in which the preferred direction is taken
to be radial the azimuthal shear causes extension of the preferred direction for either sense
of the shear (and no loss of ellipticity). More generally, we consider a preferred direction
that depends on the radius in such a fashion that it extends for positive (anticlockwise) shear,
but for which in negative (clockwise) shear it may either extend or contract. In the case of
negative shear, the distinction between extension and contraction is dependent on the radial
position, the precise disposition of the fibers, the degree of anisotropy and the magnitude of
the applied shear stress.
For the same reinforcement, the Varga model is then, in Section 7, chosen to represent
the isotropic base material. In this case closed-form solutions are not readily obtainable, and
we therefore present numerical results that are parallel to those for the neo-Hookean material.
In particular, we again determine a relationship between loss of ellipticity and the existence
of non-smooth and multiple solutions that turns out to be very similar to that obtained for the
reinforced neo-Hookean model. Unlike the previous case, however, negative shear always
leads to ellipticity failure regardless the degree of anisotropy of the considered material.
Finally, several numerical examples are used in Section 8 to illustrate some of the aspects discussed in the foregoing paragraphs, and the overall response of a body undergoing
such a deformation is also highlighted. As in the isotropic material case, a unique energy
minimizing deformation can be associated with each value of applied shear stress (or twist
angle), and deformations containing a surface of discontinuity are confined to a particular
interval of this shear stress. However, in contrast to the case of loss of ellipticity in isotropic
tubes
, certain radial variations of the preferred direction give loss of ellipticity that is
always confined to a small region of the tube. This includes cases in which ellipticity can
be lost at only a single internal radius and cases in which loss of ellipticity occurs over an
interval of internal radii. In the latter case, a surface of discontinuity emerges in the interior
of the tube, increases its radius under increasing twist, and then disappears while still strictly
interior to the tube.

and the azimuthal equation

so that

The formula for y 1 is also valid when MR = Mi or MR = M2, including the special case
r = — tan a, for which y x = — tan a is a triple root.

Figure 2. Plot of the cubic a(y) — z(r) from (43) against y for different values of z(r): from bottom to top,
z(r) > z1, z(r) = %i (lower dashed curve), r2 < z(r) < z1, z(r) = z2 (upper dashed curve), z(r) < r2.
The values y 2, y3, y 6, y7 are identified by the • symbol, while yt,y4,y5 are ordered according to
7 5 < 7 3 , 7 3 < 7 4 < 7 7 , 7 7 < 7 i < 0 . Note that Wyy < 0 for y 3 < y < y 7 .

Non-uniqueness of the roots y for r < 0 is possible only if/? > 2 and only for values of
r such that p sin2 2a > 2, or equivalently
(48)
which is, in fact, anticipated on the basis of equation (4.16)
We now consider the effect of increasing the magnitude of the shear stress r^ on the
boundary r = b, or equivalently of r(b) = rd/fi. In Figure 2 we plot, for a series of given
values of r(r), the function <r(y) — r(r) against y, where <r(y) is defined in (43). Since
a (0) = 0 the intercept on the vertical axis is —r (r).
For small values of |r(r)| the equation <r(y) — r(r) =0 clearly has a single solution,
which is the value y 1 identified in (44). As |r (r) | increases a second solution of (43) emerges
when the curve (the lower dashed curve in Figure 2) just touches the horizontal axis. At this
point the two roots for y , denoted y 2 and y 3, are given by
(49)

(50)
The value y 2 is the specialization of y 1; while y 3 is the double root associated with the
maximum point on the curve.

The corresponding value of z (r) at this point is denoted z i and is given by

(53)

Figure 3. (a) Plots of the critical values x\ (upper curve) and r2 (lower curve) against MR in (MR, z)
space for p = 4; (b) plots of the critical values y 2, y 6 (dotted curves) and y3,y7 (continuous curves) in
{MR, y) space forp = 4 . The dashed curves and the symbols z*, y*,y" are identified in Section 6.3.

Figure 4. (a) Plots of the critical values x\ (upper curve) and r2 (lower curve) against MR in (MR, z)
space for p = 9; (£>) plots of the critical values y 2, y6 (dotted curves) and y3,y7 (continuous curves)
in (MR, y) space for p = 9. The interval MR e [V3/3, V6/3] is excluded since the inequality (41) is
violated. The inadmissible shear strains y\ and y\ are within this interval. The dashed curves and the
symbols z*, y *, y ** are identified in Section 6.3.

The case a = 0. Finally in this section, we consider the exceptional case for which the
preferred direction is taken to be radial for r e [a, b], i.e. a = 0. Then y may be computed
from (44) for any r (positive or negative) and p > 0, whilst (45) reduces to
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Figure 5. Plot of the invariant I4 against y showing the relative positions of y 2, y3, y 6, y1. The value
I4 = 1 is shown as the dashed line, which cuts the I4 curve at y = —2tana. The minimum of I4 occurs
at y = — tana. The values — tana and —2 tan a are indicated by the symbol • on the y axis.

which correspond to r = xx and r = r 2 , respectively. Thus, the emergence of a second
value for y when r = x\ coincides with loss of ellipticity. For the case of constant a, as |r |
increases ellipticity fails first on r = a and thereafter on a circle of radius r = r*, which
increases until r = b is reached. The (unique) value y x applies for r* < r < b, while for
a < r < r* an alternative value is possible, i.e. y 1 can jump to y 5. For each of y 1 and y 5
strong ellipticity holds (i.e. the slope of the central curve in Figure 2 is positive for each of
these values). The middle value y 4 is not admissible since at this point Wyy < 0, i.e. it is
unstable. Indeed, Wyy < 0 for y 3 < y < y 7, as can be seen in Figure 2. For the model under
examination, loss of uniqueness of the solution of (43) for y < 0 implies failure of strong
ellipticity, but the converse is not true in general since, for p sin2 2a = 2, the roots for y all
coincide at a horizontal point of inflection (y = — tana). Such a situation corresponds to a
weak discontinuity, with y continuous but dy /dr discontinuous at the value of r in question.
This can happen only for MR = Mi or MR = M2 with y 3 = y 7 = — tana (= r! = r 2 ).
We now examine the ellipticity status in terms of the invariant U since it is clear that
breakdown of ellipticity is always associated with I4 < 1. The relative placements of the
values y 6 ,y 3, y 7 , y 2 are shown in Figure 5 together with a plot of the invariant U as a
function of y . For the considered material model and deformation, Wyy < 0 for y 3 < y <
y 7, and 74 < 1 for all r for which y^,<y < y 7 holds. On the other hand, U < 1 does not,
in general, imply Wyy < 0. Indeed, Wyy > 0 for either — 2 tan a < y < y 3 or y 7 < y < 0,
for which intervals U < 1.
Thus, it is generally the case that if loss of ellipticity takes place it will first occur before
I4 reaches its minimum value. The exception is for the non-generic situation in which y 7 =
y A = 73 = — tana, corresponding to MR = Mi = M2. In such a situation, any subsequent
change in the boundary condition generally causes I4 to cease to be at its minimum value,
whereupon ellipticity is regained. An example of this transient loss of ellipticity is presented

M fl = 0.5,P = 5

M fl = 0.65,;9 = 5

Figure 6. Plots of the invariant I4 against r < 0 for MR = 0.5, 0.65 with p = 5 showing the locations of
the different y values. Note that y 4 is located in the region of non-convex W.

(65)
The dashed curves in Figures 3(a) and 4(a) are plots of the relevant values of T* for the
examples therein against MR, and in Figures 3(b) and 4(b) the associated curves of y * and
y ** are shown.
For solutions containing a discontinuity surface involving transition between y 1 and y 5,
the Maxwell stress T* provides the only value of a at which such a surface can be located if
the solution is to be stable in an absolute sense. In the event that T* is independent of r, it
then follows from (42) and (43) that there is at most one radial location at which a = r*, and
this location varies with the applied external shear stress T (b) or, equivalently, the twist y/ in
(3). This is the case for homogeneous, isotropic materials, as discussed in Abeyaratne

Figure 7. Representative plot of —a(y), as given by (43), against y (< 0). As —a increases from zero
the continuous curve is followed until —a reaches the value —r* > —z\, at which point this path loses
stability and the solution jumps to the left-hand continuous part of the curve, which is stable as — a
increases further. The stable path is indicated by the arrows. The horizontal dashed line at a = z* is the
Maxwell line, for which the two closed regions cut off the curve have equal areas. The dashed part of the
curve and the continuous parts for y 7 < y x < y * and y**<y5<y3 correspond to unstable solutions.

and also for the materials considered here provided that all constitutive parameters (including
a) are independent of r. More general possibilities apply if a depends on r.
The sense in which such solutions are absolutely stable
, namely,
for the same boundary conditions, such a solution minimizes the overall energy with respect
to all other deformations, either smooth solutions or those containing one or more discontinuity surfaces. This eliminates consideration of the branch of solutions associated with any
descending branch in Figure 2, i.e. y 4, and also eliminates y 1 if y7 < y 1 < y* and y 5 if
y ** < y 5 < y 3. It is worth observing here that such unstable y 1 and y 5 can be regarded
as metastable in the sense that solutions involving these values are minimizers with respect
to continuously differentiable variations in the twist function g(r) in (2). Since, however,
such continuously differentiable variations permit neither the formation of new discontinuity
surfaces nor the alternative placement of existing discontinuity surfaces, they do not address
the absolutely stable solutions that we consider here. Hence the condition for the stability of
the shear strain y 1 (and instability of y 5) is
(66)
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Figure 8. Plot of the angle /?*(> 0) against MR for p =3,5,1.

tensor and S = F _ 1 c is the nominal stress tensor. This guarantees that quasi-static motion of
an equilibrium shock (i.e. the surface of strain discontinuity) is dissipation-free.
It is easily shown from (43) that a(—y — 2 tana) + 2 tana = —a{y), which means
that a (y) is antisymmetric about the point y = — tan a, a = — tan a. It follows that (65)
provides the explicit Maxwell values r* = — tana and
(67)
Note that y * is negative by virtue of (64).
Now, from (2)2, (7)i, (9) and (10), we find that
(68)
where tan/? = me/mr, i.e. /? is the angle (measured counterclockwise) between the deformed fiber direction and the radial direction e r . Let /?* and /?** be the values of /? corresponding to the values y * and y ** in (67). It follows that tan/T > 0, tan/T* < 0 and
P** + p* = 0. This means that the deformed fiber directions on the two sides of the circle of
discontinuity are symmetrically disposed relative to the er direction. Note that er is normal
to the direction of shear. A similar symmetry arises in the rectilinear shear problem examined by Merodio
. Note that /?* (and hence /?**) is non-monotonic as a function of
MR = cos a and has a maximum (minimum) at MR = l/«/p(p > 2). Figure 8 shows the
behavior of /?* as a function of MR for three different values of p > 2.
We close this section with a remark regarding the issue of selecting solutions since it is
worth mentioning that other means for selecting solutions involving an elastostatic shock are
also possible
. Such alternative selection criteria have received a great deal of attention in the recent literature, especially as it relates to the continuum mechanical modeling of

solid-solid phase transformations. In these alternative resolutions, it is necessary to ensure
that the selection criterion is consistent with the second law of thermodynamics
. Furthermore, unlike the absolutely stable solutions considered here, such alternative resolutions
would typically provide some hysteresis in the solution dependence on y/.
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8. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION
In this section we illustrate some aspects of the response of the model (37) under the considered deformation. For numerical purposes we fix the radial dimensions at a = A = 1 (units)
and b = B = 6 (units), while the parameters p and r(b) are specified separately for each
example. Our main aim is to highlight the influence of the anisotropy parameter p and the
preferred direction M on the overall response of the body.

Component M^

Component MR

Component MR

Figure 10. Characterization of the boundaries of the strongly elliptic domain (dotted curves) for the
material model (73) in terms of the shear y (vertical axis) and MR (horizontal axis) for p = 2,4, 7:
the curves are given by y2 and y6. Also shown (continuous curves) are y3 and y7, within which the
inequality (79) is reversed. The dotted loop in the right-hand plot is defined by the inadmissible values
y*4 and f*5. Also shown for p = 2,4,7 are the (dashed) curves of the Maxwell values y* and y"
corresponding to ?*.
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Figure 11. Plots of (a) the shear y, and (b) the function g(r) against the radius r for the reinforced
neo-Hookean model (37) with p = 2,4, M = ER and z(b) = ±0.4. In (c) the resulting rotation angle
yz = g(b) is plotted against z(b) for p =2,4.

8.1. Radial Reinforcement
First, we examine the simple case in which M is radial. Then, bearing in mind that (37)
is convex as a function of y in this case, the solution for y is unique and smooth. We observe that \y | is a monotonic decreasing function of r, while, as expected, the corresponding
solution \g(r)\ increases with r. Furthermore, for fixed r(b), an increase in p results in a
decrease in the value of \y \ and hence of \g(r)\ at any point of the body, whilst larger values
of r(b) yield larger strains. Clearly, because of the nature of the radial anisotropy considered
here, the material response is the same for either sense of the shear. In Figure 11 we plot (a)
the amount of shear y and (b) the associated rotation function g(r) against the radius r for

Figure 12. Plots of (a) the dimensionless stress difference a, and (b) the invariant 74 as functions of the
radius r for the model (37) with p = 2,4, M = ER and z{b) = 0.4.

Figure 13. Cross-section of a tube undergoing positive (anticlockwise) pure azimuthal shear deformation:
(a) the undeformed (stress-free) configuration with M = ER; (b) p =2, z(b) = 0.2; (c) p =2, z(b) = 1.2.

p = 2,4 while in (c) the dependence of the rotation angle y/ on z (b) is illustrated, again for
p = 2,4. Both positive and negative shears are included so as to compare, in subsequent
sections, with the unsymmetric situation between positive and negative shears when M is not
radial.
In addition, for the same values of z (b) and p, the dimensionless stress difference a =
{dee — arr)l'fi = r(darr/dr)/ju and the invariant I4 are plotted against r in Figure 12. We
observe that both a and h(> 1) are larger on the inner boundary of the body. Unlike y , a
and I4 are invariant under change of sign of zip). In Figure 13 we demonstrate the results
of the considered deformation on a cross section of a tube for a fixed value of the parameter
p (= 2) and for two values of z(b) (> 0) so as to illustrate how the preferred direction
changes under the deformation.
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(81)
where C\ and c2 are constants. In respect of (81) the function G(R), according to the
definition (7), takes the simple form
(82)
We choose 0o = 0 (radians) and, with reference to (7), 0i = 2 (rad), and then, for the
specific values of A and B adopted here, we obtain c\ = 2 . 5 and c2 = 1. Thus, from (82)
the components (8) of M are given by
(83)
For this geometry, on application of positive shear, the overall response of the body
is found to be similar to that for M = ER. In fact, for r > 0, equation (43) guarantees
smooth and unique values for y. Moreover, y and g are also monotonic functions of r,
and changes in r (b) (> 0) and p have an analogous impact on the overall response of the
body, as for the case of radial reinforcement. However, we remark that the dependence of
M on r leads to stronger reinforcement of the material since the value of y x is smaller at
any r than for M = Efi at the same shear stress and for the same value of p. It is also
apparent that the values of a and U follow a similar pattern as functions of r. Results
for the considered geometry are illustrated in Figure 14, in which the amount of shear and
the function g are plotted against r for the same values of r (b) (> 0) and p as used in
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